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Abstract—Occlusion presents a major challenge in visualizing 3D flow and tensor fields using streamlines. Displaying too many

streamlines creates a dense visualization filled with occluded structures, but displaying too few streams risks losing important features.

We propose a new streamline exploration approach by visually manipulating the cluttered streamlines by pulling visible layers apart

and revealing the hidden structures underneath. This paper presents a customized view-dependent deformation algorithm and an

interactive visualization tool to minimize visual clutter in 3D vector and tensor fields. The algorithm is able to maintain the overall

integrity of the fields and expose previously hidden structures. Our system supports both mouse and direct-touch interactions to

manipulate the viewing perspectives and visualize the streamlines in depth. By using a lens metaphor of different shapes to select the

transition zone of the targeted area interactively, the users can move their focus and examine the vector or tensor field freely.

Index Terms—Flow visualization, streamline, white matter tracts, focus+context, deformation, occlusion
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1 INTRODUCTION

S
TREAMLINES are commonly used for visualizing three-

dimensional (3D) vector and tensor fields. Streamlines show

the trajectories of particles moving along the directions of flow

and provide insight into intricate flow features such as sinks,

sources, saddles, and vortices. When too many streamlines are

shown, however, getting a clear view of important flow features

without occlusion is difficult. Even though a single streamline

does not cause much occlusion compared with higher-dimensional

geometry, mixing many streamlines of different depths together

can generate a very confusing image.

Although through interactive seeding of streamlines one can

control the amount of occlusion and visual clutter, it makes finding

specific flow features, and hence understanding their surrounding

context, more difficult. To reach a balance between displaying too

much information and too little, focus+context (F+C) techniques

provide a nice solution. In this paper, we present a streamline

deformation technique to achieve an F+C view of 3D streamlines.

Earlier streamline deformation approaches [1], [2] deform the

3D space of the flow field. The main drawback of the space

deformation approaches is that it is not easy for users to control

the deformation of continuous 3D space to remove occlusion

completely.

Adjusting transparency is another common method used to

expose occluded features [3], [4]. But it is difficult to set the

transparency value and define the semi-transparent region so

that a clear view of both the F+C objects can be obtained. For

example when visualizing a vortex in the Hurricane Isabel dataset,
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Fig. 1. Three methods are compared to reveal the feature in Hurri-
cane Isabel dataset, a group of vortex-shaped streamlines, originally
occluded by other streamlines. (a) original rendering with the features
occluded; (b) transparency method is applied; (c) cutaway method that
removes both the occluding factors and the contexts; (d) our deforma-
tion method is applied, which completely removes the occlusions with
context information preserved.

as shown in Fig. 1a and 1b, the vortex-shaped streamlines are

originally occluded in (a) and then become visible after making

some streamlines more transparent in (b). However, the context

of the flow around the vortex is mostly lost if the occluding

streamlines are too transparent, and with transparency, the depth

relationships among streamlines are more difficult to discern.

Furthermore, depth sorting is required to render semi-translucent

objects correctly, but it is difficult to sort a large number of

line segments in real-time. Cutaway method is another common
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technique to deal with occlusion. It not only removes all the

objects occluding the focus features, interesting features that users

focus on, but also removes the context features in that region, as

show in the example of Fig. 1c.

In our previous paper [5], we presented a view-dependent

deformation model for interactive streamline exploration. After

users have defined a focus region in screen space, streamlines

occluding the focus region are deformed and gradually moved

away based on two deformation models, a point model and a line

model. The point model moves streamlines away from the center

of the focus region, while the line model cuts the streamlines along

the principal axis of the focus region and moves the streamlines

to both its sides. Because occlusion has a view-dependent nature

and our deformation is performed in screen space, occlusion

can be more effectively removed. Besides, the animation of the

deformation gives users the connections between the deformed

streamline shapes and their original shapes, and allow users to

mentally reconstruct the original shapes as contexts. Compared to

the other methods mentioned above, our deformation technique

can better preserve the context streamlines in the vicinity of the

focus feature and through the graduate deformation transition, as

shown in Fig. 1d and the accompanying video. As an application

of our deformation model, an interactive 3D lens was presented to

allow users to freely move streamlines away from selected areas

on the screen using both mouse and direct-touch interaction. Two

real vector field datasets, Hurricane Isabel and Solar Plume, were

used to demonstrate our deformation framework.

In this paper, we extend the previous technique by introducing

two new lenses, layered lenses and polyline lens. After receiving

positive feedback from scientists about the techniques presented

in the previous paper, we decided to enhance the interactive lens

with additional functionality to suit different users’ needs. The

layered lenses are a set of lenses stacking on top of each other

in screen space, each of which deforms the streamlines in their

respective ranges in a specific but coherent layer. By deforming

different layers differently, we can show the features and contexts

of different layers more clearly. The polyline lens is a variation

of the previously proposed open blind lens. Instead of cutting

with a straight line, the polyline lens can cut the streamlines with

a series of connected line segments and deform the surrounding

streamlines smoothly to the side. It is much eaiser to fit features

of curvy or concave shapes to the focus region of a polyline lens.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our new lenses, we apply our

technique on a tensor field dataset of a brain tumor patient. Our

technique is used to deform the white matter tracts generated from

the tensor field dataset in order to explore the relationship between

the brain tumor and the tracts. Additionally, neurosurgeons and

neurologists were invited to evaluate our system and provide

valuable suggestions on further studies.

2 RELATED WORK

Overcoming occlusion is an important but challenging problem in

3D visualization. Several approaches have been proposed in the

past to avoid or remove occlusion. Li et al. [6] argued that the

use of transparency fails to convey enough depth information for

the transparent layers. They use cutaways to remove occlusion

and expose important internal features. McGuffin et al. [7] used a

deformation approach to allow users to cut into, open up, spread

apart, or peel away parts of the volumetric data in real time,

which makes the interior of the volume visible while preserving

the surrounding contexts. An occlusion-free route is visualized by

scaling the buildings that occlude the route. Hurter et al. [8] used

an interactive dig tool to deform the volumetric data by simply

pushing the data points, which reduces occlusion.

In 3D streamline visualization, many streamline selection or

placement approaches have been proposed with a goal to minimize

occlusion or visual clutter. Mattausch et al. [9] applied magic vol-

ume, region of interest driven streamline placement, and spotlights

to alleviate the occlusion problem. Li and Shen [10] proposed

an image-based streamline generation approach that places seeds

on the 2D image plane, and then unprojects the seeds back to

3D object space to generate streamlines. Occlusion is avoided by

spreading out streamlines in image space. Marchesin et al. [11]

defined the overlap value, the average number of overlapping

streamlines for each pixel in the image space, to quantify the

level of clutter and then remove the streamlines that have high

overlap values on their projected pixels. Lee et al. [12] proposed a

view-dependent streamline placement method. In their method,

streamlines will not be generated if they occlude regions that

are deemed more important, characterized by Shannon’s entropy.

Another method to alleviate streamline occlusion is to reduce the

opacity of the occluding streamlines. Park et al. [3] applied multi-

dimensional transfer functions (MDTFs) based on physical flow

properties to change the color and opacity of streamlines. Xu et

al. [4] proposed to make the streamlines in lower entropy regions

more transparent to reduce occlusion. Günther et al. [13] provided

a global optimization approach to render streamlines with varying

opacity in order to achieve a balance between presenting informa-

tion and avoiding occlusion. Brambilla [14] measures the degree of

occlusion for stream surface and split the surface along a cutting

curve to reduce the degree of occlusion. The above occlusion-

aware streamline placement methods and transparency modulation

methods have their downsides. The problem for the streamline

removal methods is that some interesting streamlines may not be

shown when they occlude many other streamlines. On the other

hand, for the transparency modulation methods, it is difficult to

judge the relative depths among the semi-transparent streamlines,

and those streamlines can become a distraction. Our F+C stream-

line deformation method can solve the occlusion problem with

better user control while making all the input streamlines easier to

see.

F+C techniques have been used by different applications

that magnify the focus objects while preserving the surrounding

context. The techniques include fisheye views [15], [16], [17] and

magnification lens [18], [19], [20], [21]. Magic lens [22] changes

the presentation of objects to unveil hidden information. In flow vi-

sualization, 3D lenses have been applied to show the focus region

with greater details [9], [23]. Gasteiger et al. [24] use a magic lens

to attenuate the focus attribute while showing the context attribute

within the lens. Krüger et al. [25] use 2D lens to control the

visibility of features. Van der Zwan et al. [26] blend several levels

of detail with a halo-like shading technique to simultaneously

show multiple abstractions. NPR lens [27] and the Edgelens [28]

interactively distort the features within a 2D lens to emphasize

effects and reduce edge congestion, respectively. Among those

referenced F+C works, some of them do not solve the occlusion

problem. Some methods [9], [23] can reduce occlusion in 3D but

do not completely keep the focus objects out of occlusion. Some

other methods [24], [25], [26] can completely remove occlusion,

but they remove the context information (the occluding objects)

at the same time. Only the Edgelens [28] work solves the clutter
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problem without removing context.

Our approach is more related to the following works with

F+C flow visualization using spatial deformation. Correa et al. [1]

proposed an illustrative deformation system for F+C visualization

of discrete datasets. Deformation is used to expose the internal

focus region, and an optical transformation is applied to mark

up the context region. Because the deformation is performed

in data space, the focus can be occlusion-free for only certain

view directions. Tao et al. [2] devised a deformation framework

specifically for streamlines. This method deforms the data grid,

and generates streamlines based on the deformed grid. It magnifies

the streamlines in the focus while compressing the context region.

In their method, because deforming space cannot move individual

streamlines according to their specific locations, it is more difficult

to avoid occlusion from certain view angles. Both Correa et al.’s

and Tao et al.’s methods are view-independent, which means the

deformation can fail to remove occlusion completely. Besides,

both methods require user input of 3D locations on a 2D screen,

which makes direct user manipulation difficult. In contrast to

these two deformation approaches, our new approach displaces

the streamline vertices in 2D screen space and hence can achieve

efficient occlusion-free rendering and easy user control for an

arbitrary view.

3 ALGORITHM

The goal of our algorithm is to expose interesting features in

the focus region by deforming the occluding streamlines. We

use two shape models, the point model and the line model, to

perform deformations. Choice of which model depends on the

shape of the focus region. These two shape models can generate

effective deformation for different shapes of focus region, and

is easy for users to control interactively. For each of the two

shape models, we design a screen-space deformation algorithm

that displaces vertices of the occluding streamlines. The point and

line models are the algorithmic underpinnings for our interactive

lenses described in section 4.

3.1 Algorithm Overview

The input to our algorithm is a set of densely distributed

streamlines, which can be roughly divided into focus streamlines

and context streamlines. Focus streamlines are what the user is

interested in visualizing without any occlusion, e.g. a cluster

of streamlines with a similar shape, or a group of streamlines

passing through a user-specified region. The remainder are context

streamlines. Any streamlines that block the focus streamlines will

be deformed and moved to the side. To perform the deformation,

our F+C deformation model divides the screen space into three

regions: focus region, transition region, and context region, as

shown in Fig. 2. The focus region is a user-specified region in

screen space that contains the features of interest; the transition

region is the area that is immediately adjacent to the focus region

used to contain the deformed streamlines; and the context region

is the rest of screen space that contains undeformed streamlines.

Although streamlines are defined in 3D space, our deformation

takes place in 2D screen space, i.e., streamlines are deformed

without changing their original depth. For this reason, our shape

model described below in Section 3.2 is defined in 2D space.

The goal of the deformation is to compress and move the

occluding streamline segments from the focus region to the

transition region. To make space for these streamlines, streamline

segments that were originally in the transition region will also

be compressed and moved towards the outer boundary of the

transition region. Essentially, the deformation makes sure that the

features of interest in the focus region are occlusion-free to the

view. The occluding streamlines are deformed but not removed,

providing the context to the focus region. Any other streamlines

outside of these two regions remain unchanged.

We have two design goals for our deformation model:

1. The deformed streamline should preserve its shape as much

as possible, even though the shape is compressed. In other words,

the relative positions of the streamlines and their vertices should

be preserved.

2. After the deformation, the vertices should be distributed on

the streamline as uniformly as possible. In other words, any two

connected vertices on a streamline should not be placed too far

from or too close from each other, compared to other pairs of

connected vertices. Otherwise, the streamlines will be jagged and

a long edge between two connected vertices may cut across the

focus region.

In our algorithm, the deformation of a streamline is achieved

by displacing its projected vertices in screen space. During de-

formation, we displace the deformed vertices away from the

center of the focus region. The amount of the displacement is

determined by each streamline vertex’s distance to the center of the

focus. We design a displacement function to place the deformed

streamlines in the transition region, preserving their shapes as

much as possible, in order to satisfy our first design goal. In

addition, an adjustment is applied to the vertex displacement to

make the deformed streamlines satisfy our second design goal.

3.2 Shape Models

We designed two shape models, a point model and a line model, to

represent the shape of the focus region. Fig. 2 illustrates these two

models. The point model is designed for focus regions that have a

circular shape, while the line model is for focus regions that have

a linear shape. Both shapes are typical for streamlines. The first

section of the accompanying video demonstrates and compares

the two shape models. We note that besides the simple regular

shapes (point and line), a more complex irregular shape could be

used, e.g. a skeleton or principal curve of the streamline cluster

and their surrounding curved tube-shaped regions. However, the

resulting context streamlines would be distorted, making it hard

for users to mentally recover their original shapes. Therefore, they

are not considered in this work.

3.2.1 Point Model

As shown in Fig. 2a, the point model is composed of a 2D focus

region (the inner black ellipse in the figure), a transition area (the

area between the inner black ellipse and the outer green ellipse),

and its center O. The inner focus region can also be represented

by a convex polygon if desired. The convex polygon and the

ellipse-based focus regions have their own advantages. The convex

polygon model can more tightly cover the focus streamlines,

while the ellipse focus has a relatively smoother and more regular

shape and can be represented analytically. The center of the focus

region in the point model is the reference point from which the

streamlines are moved away.

3.2.2 Line Model

Fig. 2b shows our line model. The line model is composed of a

principal axis line (line AB), a linear bounding area immediately
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Fig. 2. Sketches of the two deformation models: (a) the point model
and (b) the line model. The region inside the black boundary is the
focus region. The region between the black and green boundaries is the
transition region. The region outside the green boundary is the context
region. During deformation, the vertex moves from Porig to Pnew. In (a) O

is the center of the black ellipse, while in (b) O is the intersection point
between the line AB and the perpendicular line of AB passing through
Porig. M and N are the intersection points between the line OPorig and the
two boundaries.

outside of the principal axis that represents the focus region, and

the transition area that is an expanded area outside of the inner

focus. We call this bounding shape open blinds, because it looks

like two window blinds that are open. Around the two end points

A and B, the shape of the open blinds is represented by the tanh

function. During the deformation, we cut the streamlines in the

open blinds region by the axis line and move the streamlines to

both sides of the axis line along the direction normal to AB, until

the focus region is clear.

The point model and the line model can be selected based

on the shape of streamlines automatically. If we apply the point

model to straight streamlines distributed in an area as in Fig. 2b,

for example, some vertices will have to travel a long distance to the

region around the point A or B, resulting in a large distortion. On

the other hand, the point model is good for circular focus regions

to avoid unnecessary cutting of the streamlines happening in the

line model. The overall shape of the focus streamlines determines

which model to use. To measure the overall shape, we use the

roundness of the focus region, which is a minimum enclosing

ellipse of the focus streamlines. If the major radius of the ellipse

is much larger than the minor radius, i.e. low roundness, then we

use the line model; otherwise, we use the point model.

3.3 Deformation Model

Our method achieves the deformation by displacing its vertices

iteratively to preserve the smoothness of the streamlines through-

out the whole process, as required by our second design goal.

This means the relative positions of the vertices on a streamline

need to be updated constantly; otherwise, the distance between

two adjacent vertices on a streamline can become too large, and

consequently, the line segment between them can cut across the

focus region and still cause occlusion. To achieve this, the force-

directed algorithm [29], which considers the relative positions of

the points by moving them iteratively to generate the final layout,

inspires the design of our approach. In our method, a vertex

does not just follow a linear path and move towards a single

predetermined direction. Instead, the deformation is computed

through multiple iterations and generates an animation sequence.

In each iteration, the vertex adjusts its moving direction so that

its relative position is preserved throughout the animation. This

animation sequence provides the context, and the final layout

of the streamlines provides an occlusion-free view of the focus

region, as shown in Fig. 1d.

When a streamline is deformed, in each iteration the position

of a vertex on the streamline is modified based on two consider-

ations. First, the vertex should gradually move out of the focus

region. Second, the vertex should not be placed too far away

from its neighboring vertices. Based on these considerations, we

control the displacement of a vertex using two subcomponents,

each of which is represented by a speed and a moving direction.

Mathematically, the vertex movement can be written as:

P′ = P+ v ·~w+ vc ·~u (1)

where P′ is the new position of the vertex, P is the old position,

v ·~w represents the movement that moves the point out the focus

region, and vc ·~u makes sure that the new point position is not

too far from its neighbors. Hereafter we refer to v · ~w as the

major displacement, and vc ·~u as the minor adjustment. The two

directions ~u and ~w are shown in Fig. 3a. Below we explain each

of the terms in detail.

3.3.1 Major Displacement

At each iteration, the streamline vertex moves away from the focus

region along the direction ~w at a speed of v. The moving direction

~w is related to the underlying shape model in use. For the point

model, as shown in Fig. 2a, ~w is from the centroid O to the current

vertex position P, i.e. ~w ‖OP, which is also shown in Fig. 3a. If the

line model is used, shown in in Fig. 2b, ~w is the normal direction

of the line AB. If we draw a line through point P and perpendicular

to AB, it intersects with AB at O, and we have ~w ‖ ~OP ⊥ ~AB. For

both shape models, we generalize the definition of ~w as:

~w = normalize
(

~OP
)

(2)

The moving speed v determines the amount of major dis-

placement in one iteration. Assuming Porig is the vertex’s original

position, and d is the distance between O and the vertex’s final

position Pnew after deformation, i.e. d = | ~OPnew|. For the vertex to

reach a distance of d from O, the speed of the movement for P is

determined by how much the point has yet to travel, that is:

v = (d−| ~OP|) ·α (3)

where α is a constant that has a value in (0,1). It controls the

magnitude of the moving speed. An empirical value of α is 0.01.

Because as P moves away from O, | ~OP| keeps increasing, and thus

the speed of v keeps decreasing, until the vertex P stops moving

and arrives at its final position Pnew.

From Equation (3), we know that d determines the final

position of each streamline vertex after the deformation. Because

we want to compress and preserve the shape of the streamline, we

control the value of d using a monotonically increasing function

to transform the original distance | ~OPorig| to a larger value d. This

function, denoted as g, takes a normalized value of | ~OPorig| as its

input and has the general form:

d = g

(

| ~OPorig|

| ~ON|

)

· | ~ON| (4)

where | ~ON| is the distance between O and the outer boundary of

the transition region along the moving direction of ~w, as shown in
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Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of the point model in the normalized space. ~w
and ~u are the two displacement directions for the point at P. Pl and Pr

are the two vertices connected to P on this streamline. (b) Blue dotted
line: normalized displacement function g in Equation (10) when r = 0.5.
Red line: a reference displacement function F(x) = x, which gives no
displacement for the entire domain.

Fig. 2. | ~OPorig| is normalized to be between 0 and 1 by dividing

its value by | ~ON|.
Fig. 3a is an illustration of the point model similar to Fig. 2a,

marked with several normalized distances to illustrate the displace-

ment function g(x). The normalized value of | ~ON| is 1. We define r

as the normalized value of |OM|, i.e. r =
| ~OM|

| ~ON|
. Before deformation,

vertices on the non-deformed streamline segments distribute over

both the focus and transition regions, so | ~OPorig| varies in the range

[0, | ~ON|], i.e.
| ~OPorig |

| ~ON|
varies in the range [0,1]. After deformation,

the transformed vertices will all go to the transition region, so d

varies in the range [| ~OM|, | ~ON|], i.e. d

| ~ON|
varies in the range [r,1].

Essentially, g monotonically transforms a value in [0,1] to a larger

value in [r,1].

3.3.2 Displacement Function

Instead of designing the displacement function g as a linear

function , we apply the transformation function of fisheye lens [16]

to design a non-linear displacement function g to control the

speed of streamline vertices as discussed in the previous section

and produce a smoother deformation across the region boundary.

Here we assume a point model with a circular boundary shown in

Fig. 3a to explain the idea. Below, we first give the design goals

of the function g, and then solve g.

Our first criterion is that, as shown in Fig. 3a, a vertex located

at O should be moved to the inner boundary of the transition region

at M, and a vertex located at the outer boundary of the transition

region at N should remain on the outer boundary. So we have:

g (0) = r (5)

g (1) = 1 (6)

Secondly, the function g must be a monotonically increasing

function to make sure that the deformed streamlines and their ver-

tices have the same relative positions to O after the deformation.

So we have:

dg (x)

dx
> 0 (7)

dg(x)
dx

describes the amount of distortion in the deformed space

at a point whose distance to O is x. We know that
dg(x)

dx
is 1 for any

points in the context region because they will not move. To ensure

that the amount of distortion smoothly changes from the transition

region to the context region at their boundary point N in Fig. 3a,
dg(x)

dx
should be continuous at that point. So we know

dg (x)

dx

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=1

= 1 (8)

Finally, our last design criterion is that, from a position near

O to a position farther away from O, the amount of distortion

should also change monotonically. The value of
dg(x)

dx
should

monotonically increase from a value less than 1 to the value 1

when x changes from 0 to 1. The change of the distortion amount

is the second derivative of displacement function
d2g(x)

dx2 . So we

get:

d2g (x)

dx2
> 0 (9)

Combining the four criteria from Equations (5) - (9), we can

solve the displacement function g. There is more than one solution

for g, and we use the simplest one:

g (x) =
(r−1)2

−r2x+ r
−

1

r
+2 x ∈ [0,1] (10)

To show that the above function satisfies the four criteria,

we plot Equation (10) in Fig. 3b. The figure clearly shows that

Equations (5) - (9) are satisfied.

(a) point model (b) line model

Fig. 4. Deformed grids using two shape models with r = 0.5.

If we use the displacement function g to move a regular grid

with our two shape models, we get the deformed grids shown in

Fig. 4. Note that we create a void focus region at the center of

the grid, because g (x)≥ g (0) = r for x ∈ [0,∞); all the streamline

vertices will be cleared out of the focus region. We also notice

that for the same amount of distortion (same value of r) in the

space we can create a larger void space with the line model shown

in Fig. 4b than the point model shown in Fig. 4a. Besides, the

deformed grid in the point model shows more stretching but less

compression than the deformed grid in the line model.

3.3.3 Minor Adjustment

The minor adjustment plays an important role in making the

vertices uniformly distributed on the deformed streamline and thus

satisfies the second design goal of our deformation model. During

our deformation process, some edges can be stretched more, which

makes those portions of the streamline jagged. Furthermore, the

long edge can cut across and hence still occlude the focus region,

which is undesired.
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As shown in Fig. 3a, the vertex P is connected to two vertices

at point Pl and point Pr with two edges. A local approach to

uniformly distribute the vertices over the streamline is that each

vertex moves towards the farther one of the two neighboring

vertices through multiple iterations so that the relative positions

among the vertices are preserved. This shortens the longest edge

in each iteration, and eventually no edge is much longer than the

other edges.

The minor adjustment vc ·~u is a product of a constant adjust-

ment speed vc and an adjustment direction ~u. ~u is a normalized

direction parallel to the longer connected edge, which is defined

as:

~u =











normalize( ~PPl), if | ~PPl |> | ~PPr|

normalize( ~PPr), if | ~PPl |< | ~PPr|
~0, if | ~PPl |= | ~PPr|

Note that the minor adjustment may move the vertex in a

direction other than the direction of major displacement ~OP,

which ends up changing ~w in the next iteration. This change

is not recoverable for the later iterations. Therefore, when the

viewpoint or the focus region is changed during the deformation,

if we continue the deformation with the new value of ~w or | ~ON|,
then we can still keep the focus region occlusion-free, but we

may not be able to preserve the shape of deformed streamlines

in the transition region. The solution is to recover the streamlines’

original positions and redo the deformation from the first iteration.

4 INTERACTIVE DEFORMATION

In this section we introduce a streamline exploration tool, in-

teractive 3D lens, based on the deformation algorithm described

above. To overcome the occlusion problem, the lens can be placed

anywhere in the image space with an adjustable depth to peel

away the occluding streamlines layer by layer. To enhance the

experience of user interaction, we use a direct-touch technique to

allow users to control the lens directly on the screen with multi-

touch gestures.

4.1 Interactive 3D Lens

The interactive lens is useful when users want to freely explore

the computed streamlines. The lens defines a focus region with a

certain depth range. Any streamline that is entirely or partly under

the lens and closer to the viewer than the far side of the lens is

treated as a context streamline and will be moved out of the focus

region in the screen space. The other streamlines are all treated as

focus streamlines that will not be deformed, even when they are

not the interesting features.

We design our interactive 3D lens as a 3D cylindrical object,

shown as the black cylinder in Fig. 5. The lens resides in screen

space with depth defined, shown as the blue cube in the figure. The

axis of the cylinder is perpendicular to the screen, i.e., parallel

to the z axis, and the top surface of the lens is parallel to the

XY plane. The length of the cylinder is used as the lens depth.

For the point model, the lens has an elliptical surface; while for

the line model, the lens surface has an open blind shape. As the

example shows in Fig. 5, there are three streamlines (one red and

two green), but only the red streamline that intersects with the

lens will be deformed. In the deformation, all the vertices on the

red streamlines will be moved out of the surface region in screen

u
rfa
c
e

Fig. 5. The 3D lens. The blue cube denotes the 3D space. The yellow
square denotes the 2D screen space. The lens has an ellipse-shaped
surface on the plane of the screen. Inside the cube, there are three
streamlines.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. A point-model lens is applied to the streamline visualization in (a)
to push layers apart and reveal the hidden red curled vortex in (b). A
line-model lens cuts up a flow field in (c) into 2 halves and pushes them
aside to expose the olive colored helix twisted vortex in (d).

space, even for the right tail of the red streamline that is not inside

the cylinder.

Fig. 6 (a)-(d) show examples of the interactive 3D lens using

the point and the line deformation models. In Figures 6a and

6b, we use a lens with the point deformation model to move

the straight streamlines in the front away and reveal the vortex

gradually through animation (please see the accompanying video).

In Fig. 6c and 6d, a lens with the line deformation model is

used to break the outside of the vortex in two, so that the

inner structure, which was previously occluded, now becomes

visible. Even though the streamline around the inner structure
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only partially intersects with the 3D lens, we treat the entire

streamline as the context streamline and let all the vertices on

it be deformed out of the screen space focus region in order to

ensure the continuity of deformation on this streamline.

In the interactive system, users can use the mouse buttons to

modify the size, shape, and orientation of the lens surface on the

screen to specify the focus region. In addition, users can use the

mouse wheel to change the lens depth to explore the streamlines

at different layers in z direction.

In summary, the interactive 3D lens uses our view-dependent

deformation model to explore and reveal hidden streamlines in the

flow field. By using the lens, users can freely move their focus to

different locations and change the shapes of the lens interactively

to search for interesting streamlines. Because the lens is always

perpendicular to the image space, users can rotate the field and

change the depth of the lens to explore the 3D space. Users can

progressively discover the features at different depths even when

the features are deeply buried inside the field, or move the lens

around to explore different parts of the focus streamlines when

they are very long. Because our deformation can be performed

interactively, users can go back and forth to replace the deformed

streamlines to enhance their understanding of the 3D features.

4.2 Specialized Lenses

The interactive 3D lens described above has received positive

feedback and suggestions of extension from researchers. Thus,

we enhance our lens with additional features to meet special

needs in feature exploration. Streamline features look different

at different depths and screen locations. A good interactive lens

should adapt itself to those different features in order to better

preserve the context and accelerate the process of finding features.

In this section, we propose the layered lens and the polyline lens,

which can explore features at different depths and different screen

locations with improved flexibility and adaptability.

4.2.1 Layered Lenses

In camera space, since streamlines in different layers have dif-

ferent shapes and orientations, a lens used for the top-most layer

may not be able to reveal features clearly at a different depth

layer. For example, when users use the open blind lens to cut

the streamlines and move them to the side, they usually want to

make the cut direction follow the trajectories of the streamlines.

If the directions of the streamlines vary in different layers, the

cut directions should also be different in different layers. Another

reason to have layered lenses is that users usually want to explore

the data in a wider screen area first at the top layers, and then focus

on a smaller screen area of interest to inspect the inner structures.

To make the deformed streamlines on the top layers unchanged as

the context while exploring the smaller scale features in the inner

layers, our layered lenses can make different screen sizes of focus

regions in different depths and present the users with multiple

layers of contexts.

The layered lenses are composed of a set of regular lenses with

increasing depths and decreasing screen sizes, as shown from left

to right in the Fig. 7. The lenses are connected to each other in

the depth direction. Between two adjacent lenses, the screen area

of the lens with a larger depth is contained within the screen area

of a smaller depth lens. A streamline passing through more than

one lens will be deformed by the lens with the smallest depth,

because deforming streamlines by multiple lenses can result in

s
c
re
e
n

depth

Fig. 7. Layered lenses are composed of three connected lenses, shown
as dash line frames in three different colors. The red lens has the small-
est depth and largest screen area, while the blue lens has the largest
depth and smallest screen area. The streamlines will be deformed by the
lens that has the same color with the streamline. The yellow streamline
is the focus feature and will not be deformed.

large distortion. Also, lenses with smaller depth have larger screen

size, and thus can create a larger void region to look through.

For example in Fig. 7, the green streamline intersects with both

the green lens and the blue lens. Because the green lens has a

smaller depth and larger screen size, the green streamline will

be deformed by the green lens but not the blue lens. After the

deformation, the streamlines originally located in the three lenses

will be removed from the three 3D focus regions. Then, users will

be able to see the yellow focus streamline and also see the three

deformed streamlines (red, green and blue streamlines) as contexts

in different layers.

Fig. 8. Using layered lenses to open the brain tumor data set. Deformed
streamlines are colored by lens and deformation magnitude, e.g. red
streamlines are deformed by the top-most lens, and regions of darker
red are deformed more than regions of lighter red.

To demonstrate the use of our layered lenses, we apply it on

white matter tracts which are generated from a brain diffusion

tensor dataset using the 3D Slicer software [30], [31]. This dataset

has a resolution of 256× 256× 51 with a 3× 3 tensor matrix

on each grid point. Because this data is from a patient with a

brain tumor, we visualize the tumor as a polygonal surface in

addition to the while matter tracts. By visualizing the streamlines

and the surface together in Fig. 8, users can explore the tracts,

the tumor and their relationships. From the figure, we can see the

white brain tumor through the three lenses of different sizes and

orientations. We give the deformed streamlines different colors

according to their affecting lens in order to differentiate them from

the unchanged ones and the ones deformed by other lenses. The

biggest lens is closest to the viewer and the color of its deformed
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streamline is red; while the smallest lens is the deepest inside the

volume and has yellow deformed streamlines. With the layered

lens, different layers of streamlines can coexist in the same image,

which gives users better context while exploring the 3D space.

4.2.2 Polyline Lens

As said previously, having a lens with an irregular shape, e.g. an

arbitrary polygon, is not desired because the affected streamlines

will be distorted too much and tend to conform to the shape of

the lens. On the other hand, a feature can have an irregular shape,

which can be difficult to inspect in detail by either the ellipse lens

or the open blind lens. In order to allow the focus region to have

more general shapes, we propose the polyline lens, which supports

more complex shapes with relatively little distortion. It divides the

streamlines by a series of connected straight lines, or a polyline,

and pushes the context streamlines to the side. It works similarly

to the open blind lens, but with more flexible shapes and can easily

fit a curvy streamline.

P1

P2

1

�
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focus

transition
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Fig. 9. Illustration of polyline lens. The red dashed lines, AO1 and O1B,
are two connected line segments that compose a polyline lens. The
region inside the black lines is the focus region. The region between
black lines and the green lines are the transition regions. Outside the
green lines are the context regions. The deformation regions of two line
segments intersect on line GO2. Draw lines from point O1 perpendicular
to line EG and FG, which intersect at point C1 and D1, respectively. Draw
lines from point O2 perpendicular to line AO1 and BO1, which intersect at
point C2 and D2. The deformation region in the entire domain is divided
into three regions, marked with red, green and blue background colors.
P1, P2, P3 and P4 are four vertices located in three different color regions.
The black arrows show their moving directions during deformation. The
extension lines of the directions are the black dash lines, which intersect
with the region boundaries at M1,2,3,4 and N1,2,3,4.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Magnified views of the red and green regions in Fig. 9. The blue
streamlines become the purple streamlines after deformation.

The deformation of the polyline lens mostly follows the

deformation of the line model, except for the vertices near the

joint of two connected line segments. For example in Fig. 9,

polyline AO1B is part of a polyline lens, which cuts the streamlines

and pushes them out of the focus region. Our line model cannot

be used to define the movement of the vertices in the red and

green regions, because the red/green focus region has completely

different shape with the red/green transition region, i.e. one is a

triangle and the other is a trapezoid. For example in Fig. 10a, the

red region with white dotted texture is a triangular focus region;

while the red region with checkerboard texture is a trapezoidal

transition region. By simply using line model and pushing vertices

along the direction perpendicular to the region boundaries, the

streamlines in the dots region plus checkerboard region cannot

be uniformly fitted in the checkerboard region. To give another

example, there is a blue streamline in the red region in Fig. 10a

and one in the green region in Fig. 10b. When they follow the line

mode and move along the arrow dash lines, the middle two vertices

will diverge in the red region and converge in the green region.

As a result, the deformed streamline vertices in the red/green

transition regions are either too sparse to be smooth (in the red

region) or too congested to be visible (in the blue region).

To achieve a smooth and continuous deformation around the

joint area of the polyline lens, we want to compress the red region

space into its upper transition region, and compress the green

region space into its lower transition region. We notice that such

compression will cause the vertices to move in a radial direction.

For the red region, vertices move away from point O1; while for

the green region, vertices move towards point O2. Thus, we can

apply the point model in the two regions in the joint areas. For

the red region, we can directly apply the point model and push

vertices away from the center O1. On the other hand in the green

region, instead of pushing, vertices are pulled towards the center

O2.

To determine how far a vertex should move, we still use

our displacement function g(x) to compute the vertex’s desired

distance to the focus region center by Equation (4). For example,

there are four vertices P1,2,3,4 in Fig. 9, which are from the regions

of three different colors and follow the four black arrows to move.

Vertex P1 is in the red region and follows the point model. It

is pushed away from O1 until reaching a distance of d1 from O1,

where

d1 = g

(

| ~O1P1|

| ~O1N1|

)

· | ~O1N1| (11)

Vertex P3 is in the blue region and follows the line model. After

deformation, its distance to O3 is

d3 = g

(

| ~O3P3|

| ~O3N3|

)

· | ~O3N3| (12)

If P1 and P3 are very close to each other at the boundary of red

and blue region, i.e. line O1C1, then we have ~|O1P1| = | ~O3P3|
and | ~O1N1| = | ~O3N3|. From Equations (11) and (12), we got

d1 = d3. This means that the deformation is continuous around

the boundary of the red region and the green region.

Vertex P2 is a point in the green region and follows the point

model. Equivalent to pulling towards O2, we can think of it as

pushed away from N2 and reach a distance of d2 from N2, where

d2 = g

(

| ~N2P2|

| ~O2N2|

)

· | ~O2N2| (13)
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Same as P3, Vertex P4 follows the line model and is pushed away

from O4 at a distance of

d4 = g

(

| ~O4P4|

| ~O4N4|

)

· | ~O4N4| (14)

If P2 and P4 are very close to each other around the boundary of

the green region and the blue region, i.e. line O2D2, then we have

| ~N2P2| = | ~O4P4| and | ~O2N2| = | ~O4N4|. From Equations (13) and

(14), we know that d2 = d4, which means the deformation around

the boundary of the green region and the blue region is continuous.

Because the red region and the green region do not share a

boundary, we do not need to verify the deformation continuity

between them. Although our polyline lens uses both the point

and line models in different deformation regions, its deformation

is still continuous at the boundary of the regions using different

deformation models.

Fig. 11. Using the polyline lens to open the brain tumor data set.

Fig. 11 demonstrates a visualization of the brain tumor in

the white matter tracts with the polyline lens. A polyline lens

is drawn by the user to make it follow the curvy shape of the

tumor. Streamlines around the lens are cut and pushed away from

the lens region. The deformed streamlines around the joint of two

connected line segments are smoothly deformed and continuously

connected to the surrounding deformed streamlines. Compared

to the regular ellipse lens and open blind lens, the shape of the

polyline lens can closely follow the tumor’s shape, which distorts

the streamline less and preserves the context better.

4.3 Direct-Touch Interaction

Because our deformation model is in screen space, it would be

intuitive to interact with the streamlines directly on a direct-touch

display, so that users can use the screen as an interaction space and

pull away the occluding streamlines with their fingers. It has been

reported that touch-based visualization can benefit the users with

its ability of direct manipulation and smooth interaction [32]. In

our system, users cut and move the streamlines with the interactive

3D lens, which requires users to specify its location and shape. Six

degrees of freedom (DOF) need to be supported for the lens: 2D

translation on the screen, 1D angle representing the orientation of

the lens, 1D scaling factor for the two radii of the ellipse shape

lens surface, and the 1D lens depth.

A traditional way to specify the 6DOF of the lens is through

mouse interaction, i.e. adjusting the lens surface screen position

and shape with mouse dragging, and adjusting lens depth with

Fig. 12. Placing an open blade shape lens with two fingers on a multi-
touch display.

mouse wheel scrolling. With a multi-touch display, we can replace

all the mouse interaction with more intuitive and efficient direct-

touch interaction, as described by the following. With one finger,

users can change 1DOF or 2DOF of the lens at a time, i.e.

translation or rotation or scaling. When two fingers are placed

on the boundary of the lens and move, users can change 4DOF

of the lens at the same time. Swiping two fingers changes the

2D screen location of the lens; rotating two fingers changes the

1D lens orientation; and pinching two fingers changes the size

of the lens. Pinching out/in two fingers inside the lens allows

users to increase/decrease the 1DOF lens depth and simulates

pushing away or pulling back the streamlines. Users can also

drag one or two fingers on screen to specify a cutting line of

an open blade lens. This touch interaction simulates the process

of cutting streamlines with finger tips, as shown in Fig. 12. The

Hurricane Isabel dataset is used in Fig. 12. Hurricane Isabel was

a strong hurricane in the west Atlantic region in September 2003.

The resolution of the dataset is 500 × 500 × 100. An efficient

GPU implementation of the streamline cutting process makes the

cutting effects responds to the cutting gestures in real-time. The

viewpoint navigation is also enabled with multi-touch gestures.

The accompanying video demonstrates the interactions with the

multi-touch display.

5 CASE STUDY

With the proposed deformation algorithm, as well as the interac-

tive 3D lens and direct-touch interface, we design an interactive

system for streamline exploration. We perform two case studies

using our technique with two types of data: vector field data and

tensor field data.

5.1 Streamlines from Vector Fields

In this section, we provide a case study that uses our system to

explore the Solar Plume dataset in three different ways: exploring

the streamlines at different depths, from different view directions,

and at different locations. In this case study, we provide two

ways to define focus streamlines, first as streamline bundles in

Section 5.1.2, and second as streamlines passing through a user-

specified region in Section 5.1.3. Note that users are free to use

other methods to define the focus streamlines depending on their

needs. Alternatively, when the 3D lens is used, users are not
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required to define their focus streamlines but can simply move the

lens around the 3D space and search for them. The Solar Plume

dataset comes from a simulation of the solar plume on the surface

of the Sun. The resolution of the dataset is 126× 126× 512. A

demonstration of this case study is shown in the accompanying

video.

5.1.1 Exploration with Different Depths

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13. Exploring streamlines at different depths by the interactive 3D
lens with different lens depths.

Streamlines of different depths may be projected to the same

screen location, and those with smaller depths will occlude the

ones with larger depths. Our interactive 3D lens can help show the

streamlines at all different depths with reduced occlusion. To do

this, we can exploit the 3D lens that uses the line deformation

model with open blinds to explore the streamlines, as shown

in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13a, initially the lens does not touch any

streamlines so no streamline is deformed. We see a vertical vortex-

like object close to the surface of the volume. We push the lens

into the volume by increasing the lens depth, and then we see the

blue horizontal streamlines in the center of the volume, shown in

Fig. 13b. Finally in Fig. 13c, we increase the lens depth even more

to remove the straight streamlines and a funnel shaped vortex is

revealed in the back of the volume.

5.1.2 Exploration with Different View Directions

A 3D object may look very different from different views; hence

it is important to view a 3D feature from different view direc-

tions to obtain a complete understanding of its shape. Because

our deformation model is view-dependent, we can remove the

occlusion regardless of the view direction. Furthermore, users can

get different context information from different views.

(a) front (b) left (c) top

Fig. 14. Views of a bundle from different view directions.

In Fig. 14, we treat the streamline bundle as the focus stream-

lines and view them from three different sides of the volume.

A streamline bundle is a cluster of streamlines that are similar in

location and shape. We measure the similarity between the stream-

lines with the mean of closest point distance [33], and cluster

the streamlines using hierarchical clustering. The focus region is

represented by the convex hull or the minimal enclosing ellipse of

the focus streamlines. The streamlines not in the bundle, including

the streamlines behind the bundle, are the context streamlines and

will be moved out of the focus region.

This bundle shows a turbulent flow structure with straight tails.

From the front view of the bundle in Fig. 14a, a yellow vortex is

preserved at the upper-left of the figure in the context region. In

the left view of the volume (Fig. 14b), the contexts appear to

be stretched long streamlines, which look very different from the

front view. In the top view of the bundle (Fig. 14c), we can see

some curvy vertical streamlines. The yellow vortex visible in the

context of Fig. 14a is again visible from this view, which has a

more complete shape than that in Fig. 14a.

Fig. 1 is another example of streamline bundles using the

Hurricane Isabel dataset. In the accompanying video, we also

use the Isabel dataset to explore the bundle from different view

directions.

5.1.3 Exploration with Different Locations

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15. Exploring flow features at different locations. The streamline
picking cube moves bottom up from (a) to (c).

Users sometimes are interested in the flow behavior in a

particular spatial region. In our system, users are allowed to place

a small axis-aligned cube in the domain, and then the streamlines

passing through this region are selected as the focus streamlines.

The minimal enclosing ellipse of the focus streamlines defines the

focus region. Here we illustrate the exploration of the streamlines

from different locations around a vortex. In Fig. 15, the streamlines

passing through the selected location indicated by the green cube

are shown. In Fig. 15a, we place the cube at the bottom of the

space. A narrow vortex is selected and shown with some wider

vortex-shaped streamlines on the side. This image tells us that the

flow passing through the selected region extends to the top and the

side of the surrounding area. When we move the cube up, a new

set of focus streamlines is selected as shown in Fig. 15b. From the

tails of the focus streamlines on the left, we know that this selected

location is connected to the left side of the flow. We move the cube

to the top of the volume, as shown in Fig. 15c. As can be seen,

the flow behaviors are different on the top and the bottom of the

regions. The vortex on the top is located in a small region, while

the vortex at the bottom extends to a wider area. Note that the

three images in Fig. 15 all preserve the context features, such as

the purple vortex on the left and the horizontal straight streamlines

on the right.

5.2 White Matter Tracts from Diffusion Tensor Imaging

Diffusion tensor MRI (DTI) provides directional diffusion in-

formation that can be used to estimate the patterns of white

matter connectivity in the human brain. Diffusion tensor imaging

(DTI) and white matter tract fiber tractography have opened

new, noninvasive windows into the white matter connectivity
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of the human brain. DTI and fiber tractography have advanced

the scientific understanding of many neurologic and psychiatric

disorders and have been applied clinically for the presurgical

mapping of eloquent white matter tracts before invasive tumor

removal surgeries [34].

The most common technique for visualizing the white matter

tracts from DTI uses the major diffusion tensor eigenvector to

define the local white matter tract direction [35], [36], [37].

The result is a dense set of tracts, which can be represented as

streamlines (or tensorlines [35]).

5.2.1 Exploring Reshaped Tracts

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 16. Placing the layered lenses on reshaped tracts to see how the
tumor influences its surrounding tracts.

A growing brain tumor tends to compress and re-orient white

matter tracts into abnormal configurations. As seen in Fig. 16a, in

the center near the bottom, the tracts are distributed horizontally

and connect the left and right halves of the brain. However, the

tracts above and to the left of the horizontal tracts are diagonal

and not symmetric because they are reshaped by the tumor.

To further explore the tracts near the tumor, in Fig. 16b,

we place an open blind lens vertically to cut the tracts and

move them to the left and right sides. It becomes clearer that

the orientations of the tracts change from horizontal (normal) to

diagonal from bottom up. We also notice that the tumor has a

vertical elongated shape, which is the same orientation of the tracts

on the surface of the tumor. This observation supports the finding

that the tumor cells move faster along the white matter fiber tracts

in the brain [38].

In order to look at the deeper tracts near the tumor and without

losing much context information, we place a second smaller

layered lens on the top region of the first lens and make the cut

following the orientation of the tracts, as shown in Fig. 17c. Inside

the second lens, we can see the tracts are connected to the right

half of the brain, but not connected to the left half. This may

indicate the white matter on the left has been destroyed.

5.2.2 Exploring Tracts Around Tumor

Because tracts around the tumor are of significant interest to

neurosurgeons, we can place a polyline lens around the tumor

by following its silhouette, as shown in Fig. 17. Before applying

the lens as in Fig. 17a, tracts are densely distributed above and

around the tumor, which makes it difficult to inspect the tracts that

are close to the tumor but deeper inside. After placing a polyline

lens around the tumor, we create curved band shape focus region,

as shown in Fig. 17b. When the streamlines on the surface are

removed from focus region, we can see that the tracts above the

tumor is connected to the tracts on the right side. The tracts on

the left side are vertically oriented. Some of them even penetrate

through the tumor. After further increasing the lens depth, we see

the deeper tracts in Fig. 17c. Those tracts at the bottom right of the

tumor are relatively smooth and mostly horizontally distributed.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 17. Placing a polyline lens around the tumor to inspect the relation-
ship between the tumor and its surrounded tracts.

5.2.3 Feedback from Domain Experts

To gain useful, informal feedback, we demonstrated our streamline

exploration approach to five neuroscience experts: a biomedi-

cal engineer, two neuroradiologists and two neurosurgeons. All

experts have used primarily 2D slice- and transparency-based

occlusion reduction techniques for tract visualization. They were

all very positive about the deformation approach and said that

it is ”smooth”, ”very useful” and could be a ”terrific tool.” One

neuroradiologist noted that the 3D environment allowed him to

see relationships that he could not see with his 2D tools and the

biomedical engineer appreciated that the deformation approach

gives greater spatial context with less clutter than transparency

techniques. Two experts were interested in using the software

to explore objects and features deeply embedded beneath tract

streamlines for deep brain probing and, interestingly, visualization

deep into the kidneys. Additional application suggestions included

visualization of tract disruption in trauma cases, intraoperative

visualization, tract morphology in cases of Multiple Sclerosis and

other neurological disorders, and endoscopy simulation. We based

the coloring of deformed streamlines (see Fig. 8) from expert

feedback, as it gives a clear visual cue of true versus deformed

morphology.

6 PERFORMANCE

We measured the performance of our interactive streamline de-

formation system on a machine running Windows 7 with Intel

Core i7 2600 CPU, 16 GB RAM, and an nVidia GeForce GTX

560 GPU that has 336 CUDA cores and 2GB of memory. Table 1

shows the results of two test datasets, Plume and Isabel. In our

implementation, the CGAL library [39] is used to extract 2D/3D

convex hulls and ellipse-shaped focus regions. To speed up the

computation, CUDA and the Thrust library [40] were used to

perform the deformation computation.

Four different operations related to our deformation model

described previously were tested and the timings were collected.

The Cut operation is the first step of deformation for the line model

(Section 3.2), which cuts a streamline into multiple streamlines

by a straight line. The Lens operation runs in the interactive 3D

lens mode (Section 4), which searches for the streamlines that

intersect the lens, and is done only when the lens or the view is

changed. The Location operation runs in the streamline selection

stage by the location mode (Section 5.1.3), which searches for

the streamlines that pass through the cubic region only after the
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TABLE 1
Performance test results.

Dataset Plume Isabel

Count Streamlines 921 609

Total vertices 317,814 522,436

Operation time for Cut 22 36
preparing deformation Lens 6 9

inputs (ms) Location 7 7

Deformation time Ellipse(point model) 0.67 1.08

(ms) Polygon(point model) 13.8 25.1
Blinds(line model) 0.81 1.27

3 layered lens(line model) 0.783 1.44

Polyline lens(6 segments) 1.53 1.83

Frame Rate (FPS) Ellipse(point model) 536 347
Polygon(point model) 58.3 35.4

Blinds(line model) 483 293

3 layered lens(line model) 226 147
Polyline lens(6 segments) 209 144

cube location is changed. The results show that these operations

only take a few milliseconds, and they are only executed when

some settings are changed. Therefore, they do not affect the overall

performance of our algorithm much. The deformation operation is

performed at every frame, so its speed is crucial for the interac-

tivity of the system. We measured the deformation computation

time and the overall frame rates for the three models described

in Section 3.2. Note that the overall frame rate was computed

from the average time of drawing each frame and is not related

to the constant deformation speed. It reflects the speed of our

algorithm in all stages, including the CUDA-based deformation

operation, data transfer, and coordinates transformation. The point

model with the ellipse focus takes the shortest deformation time

and has the highest frame rate, while the line model is slightly

slower, but highly interactive. They are both suitable for real-

time performance. The point model with the convex polygon

as its focus region is much slower for deformation and has a

comparatively lower frame rate because the shapes of both the

ellipse and the open blinds have an analytical representation, but

the convex polygon is represented by a point set. Although this

model is comparatively slower, it is still moderately interactive in

our implementation running at at least 30 frame per second (FPS).

We also measured the performances of the three layered lenses

with line model and the polyline lens composed of 6 line segments.

Their speeds are slightly lower than the basic open blind lens,

but still high enough to guarantee the interactivity of the system.

Finally, we can also see that the Plume dataset has a higher frame

rate than the Isabel dataset because the deformation operates on

each vertex and the Plume dataset has fewer vertices.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a streamline deformation technique to achieve

occlusion-free focus+context streamline visualization, by displac-

ing the occluding streamline vertices in screen space. Our defor-

mation model has the following advantages:

• Creates an occlusion-free view from arbitrary view direc-

tions.

• Minimizes the distortion of the context streamlines.

• Provides smooth transition when distorting the deformed

streamlines.

• Provides interactive performance.

In this paper we describe the deformation model and its two

variations regarding the shape model used in deformation, the

point model and the line model. To allow users to freely explore

the flow field without prior knowledge, our system provides an

interactive 3D lens and direct-touch control to move away the

streamlines in user-specified regions in screen space at a given

depth. To satisfy different user requirements, we provide the

layered lenses and the polyline lens that explore the features

in different layers and the features of more complex shapes.

Our interactive streamline exploration system is based on our

deformation model and we demonstrate our system through a

case study using the Plume dataset and the brain diffusion tensor

dataset with expert feedback. Our deformation algorithm is easy

to parallelize and can achieve high performance using GPUs, and

thus can be used for interactive exploration of flow datasets. We

believe our interactive streamline exploration approach can help

CFD scientists, engineers and neuroscientists to freely explore the

data and also help students to learn about flows and brain structure.

One limitation of our deformation model is that some de-

formed streamlines close to the center of the focus region may

still get significant distortion as they are deformed, so the original

shapes of these streamlines are not well preserved. The focus

region should be relatively small and local to the feature of interest

to prevent too much distortion in the context. When the viewpoint

is changed abruptly, the transition of deformation may not always

be smooth, so sometimes users need to restart the deformation for

the new viewpoint.

Our future work is to apply a combination of deformation

and transparency to solve the occlusion problem. We can use

transparency on the streamlines whose shapes can not be well

preserved by the deformation. Our system can also be enhanced

with interactive seeding of streamlines. The deformation model

can be better designed to convey more depth information of the

deformed streamlines. To allow focus streamlines distributed in

different regions of the image space, the system should allow

deformation in multiple focus regions simultaneously. Our defor-

mation model can also be designed to work with an animation of

streamlines from time-varying flow field datasets. More interactive

tools, with different shapes of focus region and more methods to

select focus streamlines can be added to our exploration system to

allow more flexible feature exploration in screen space.
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